
Racecourse Regulations for Equine 'Flu Vaccinations 
Please note that from 2009 onwards these rules will also apply to Junior Camp and MiniCamp at 
Town Place (at the request of John Bedford). 

Senior Camp is held at Plumpton Racecourse and ponies are kept for the duration of camp in the 
racecourse stables.  No pony will be allowed into the racecourse stables without the production of a 
valid Equine ‘Flu vaccination certificate, which conforms to the following regulations:  

1. A pony MUST have received a primary course of two injections not fewer than 21 days 
(three weeks) and not more than 92 days (13 weeks) apart. 

2. These must have been followed by a booster injection not fewer than 150 days (five months) 
and not more than 215 days (seven months) after the second primary injection.  This is 
known as the ‘six-month’ booster. 

3. Thereafter, the pony must have had annual boosters not more than 365 days apart, taken 
from the date of the ‘six-month’ booster (referred to in Paragraph 2). 

4. A pony which had the primary course (as per Paragraph 1) before 1981 and whose 
certificate shows it to have received a valid booster every year since will be permitted on the 
Racecourse even though it has never had the ‘six-month’ booster.  (This means that ALL 
horses and ponies foaled since 1980 MUST have recorded on their certificates the ‘six-
month’ booster which became a requirement at that time.) 

5. If a child acquires a new pony without a valid certificate, even though the previous owners 
are adamant that the animal has been regularly and correctly inoculated (and produce vet’s 
bills to prove it), the pony MUST be given the primary course of two injections all over 
again in order to get a valid certificate. 

6. Such a pony would be allowed to enter the Racecourse once the primary course has been 
completed correctly and as long as the second of the two injections has been given at least 
seven days before the first day of Camp (see next Paragraph).  The ‘six-month’ booster, 
however, may be postponed until after Camp provided the 215-day deadline would not 
thereby be exceeded. This booster MUST be given in order to validate the vaccination 
certificate for next year’s Camp. 
   

7. A pony cannot enter the Racecourse stables if an inoculation (annual booster, ‘six-month’ 
booster or the second of the primary course) has been given during the previous seven days 
(counting the day of entry but not counting the day of vaccination). 

8. Any pony whose ‘flu certificate contravenes any of the above conditions WILL NOT BE 
ALLOWED INTO THE RACECOURSE STABLES until its vaccination programme has 
been started again and two primary vaccinations have been given.  To avoid disappointment, 
please check your pony’s vaccination record in plenty of time.  If in doubt, consult your vet 
or ring the District Commissioner. 

 


